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Summaries in english 

 

1. Studying on relation between the developping investment capital 

and economic growth of Vietnam 

        Pr.Dr. Pham Ngoc Kiem 

From the data developping investment capital and grow GDP of our country 1995 

to now, The article was analyzed on the relation between economic development with 

an increase of investment capital of agriculture, forestry, fishery, industries and services. 

Through analyses over there, the article presented out some conclusions: The 

investment capital of  I  area and III area cut downed, II area increased slowly which was 

increased GDP last time. 

2. Some main problems of rotated sampling survey  

                                                                                   Pham Son 

The article has presented out some main problems of rotated sampling survey as 

follows: concept on rotated single sampling - one stage,  on rotated single sampling - many 

stages, on rotated clusters sampling, on rotated sampling survey with compared ability and 

estimate average number, average increased rate using rotated sampling survey. The 

author has presented out estimated formula with readjusting for indicators over. 

3. Determinating the value of the enterprise in sharing and problems 

has presented out in statistical work 

                                                                              Le Nguyet Hang 

Determinating the value of equalization enterprise at present still in very difficult and 

complex situation. So that, the enterprise has to calculate value of the enterprise including 

3 factors: the properties, an advantage in business, capacity to do profit. Establishment of 

a Council determination the value of equalization enterprise, of which has statistical office. 

Because statistical office had completed data on enterprise activities.   

4. The role of statistical science with activities of statistical branch. 

                                                                            Hoang Duc Chung 

The article was analyzed on the role of statistical science in progress of innovation 

and complex of statistical information. So that, GSO has to push up more and more 

science activities, of which special is in concepts the following: 

- Strengthening the works of statistical science information; 

- Investing the study, explanation clearly on concepts, statistical indicators and 

system statistical indicators,… 

- Completing problems on statistical legislation; 

- Expanding the works of statistical scientific study in Central and local area. 
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5. An introduction some kind of graphs usually to apply in the described 

statistic Dominique Haughton 

          Nguyen Phong 

The article was introduced some kind of graphs usually to apply in statistical works, 

As follow: graph of a column shape, graph of a box shape and unequal of numbers. To 

attach a solfware (introduce to theory and practice) is data of Vietnam living standards 

survey of 5999 households.     

6. Some opinions about  social - environment statistical work of Da 

Nang’s PSO 

           Tran Triet Tam 

According to practice of  social - environment statistical work of Da Nang’s PSO, 

the author was presented some inundated problems as following: 

- No complete of the system of the reported statistical indicators; 

- Statistical reported regime from PSO to GSO there are some differents with 

statistical reported regime from units to PSO; 

- No complete of statistical reported regime from units to PSO, then affecting to 

collect information. 

7. An introduction to cause of in flation according to the opinion of some 

economical schools 

          Nguyen Bich Lam 

The article produces causes of the inflation according to the opinion of some 

economical schools following: classical school, inflated school by English economical 

author - John Maynard Keynes (1883 - 1946) and cost inflation by causes: salaries 

inflation, profit inflation, inflation by price of export. 

8. Some lines on society and economical situation of nine months of 2002 

                                          Thien Son 

Through figures on social and economical situation of nine months of GSO in 2002, 

the author analyzed some issues main society and economical situation of our country 

of nine months.  

- GDP in the first 9 months of 2002 increased 6,9% compared to 9 months of 2001, 

of which agriculture, forestry and fishery sector increased 3,6%; industry and 

construction sector 14,2%; services sector 6,3% respectively. Export in September  

increases 2,8% to the same month of last year but in IV quarter to be going better than 

because price of petrol and the other goods may be increasing. 

- Some social problems: improving of poor status, health  and education conditions 

there are progress, speciallity transport accidents have been increasing (7987 persons 

were dead in this cause).  


